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SAN DIEGO MAGAZINE

USO Founders GaUery-Reu-ospeclive exhibi1
of pain lings and elchings by Dorolhy Stratton thru
Nov . 4 . Indians: The Pho1ographic Images of Edward S. Cunis ( 1868-1952) opens Nov. 17. Weekdays 10-4 . USO. Alcala Park . 291-6480 ext. 4261.

SAN DIEGO MAGAZIN E

NOV
USD Breakfast Seminars-US O School of
Business lecture series fea1ure s S1rategies for
Managerial Success with Or. Cynthia Paveu. Nov .
7. Nov . 14 . Real Estate Investing for the Over•
taxed Professional . wilh ·Or. Donald Helmich .
Nov. 21. Profi1able Decision Making . with Or.
Robert O 'Neil. At the Board Room of the Executive Hole) . 1055 First Ave .. 7:30-9 am . Regis:
293-4585.

SAN DIEGO MAGAZINE
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The Merry Wives or Windsor-USO Musical
Theatre presents the rollicking opera by Nicolai
with soloists , chorus and orchestra , conducted by
Robert Austin . Nov . 21 & 22 at 8 , Nov . 23 al
2:30, in Camino Theatre, USO. Info: 291-6480
exl. 4296.
USO Noontime Concerts--No v. 5: Joanne Regenhardt , mezzo soprano, sings German songs .
Nov . 12: ERA Trio, with violinist Mary Gerard ,
cellist Mary Lindblom and pianisl Ilana Mysior.
French Parlor, Founders Hall, USO al 12: 15 . Free .
USO Concert Series--Dr. Henry Kolar conducts
an Orchestra Concert in Camino Theatre, Nov . 9
al 4 . Info: 291-6480 exl. 4296.

(
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Lady fingers
In the old days orchestra conductors
were often reluctant to hire women
musicians . Once they did, the ladies
were admonish ed to wear their hair
swept back (like male haircuts) and remain inconspicuous . But music bas entered a new age, and San Diego's ERA
Trio reflects it. USD professor Ilana
Mysior (piano) , former SDSU professor
Mary Gerard (violin) and private tutor
Mary Lindblom (cello) do not describe
themselves as radical feminists. but the
trio's name is significant whether you
pronounce it E.R.A . or era. " We want
to be recognized for what we are ." says
Mysior, " damn good musicians ." And
critics agree . The ·trio 's style is bold and
expressive , though they are not enthusiastic about most avant-garde contemporary music. Each piece in their
varied repertoire is chosen by unanimous vote and displays a strong interest
in women 's compositi ons . But they
firmly agree that no matter who wrote
it , male or female , the music has to be
good .
Although in its seven years the .trio
has never solicited playing engagements , and they have only recently acquired an agent. their California concert
calendar. in addition to work as music
teachers , keeps them busy. The trio will
appear November 12 at noon in the
French Parlor . Founder s Hall ,
USO.
-C.W.
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RUGBY: University of San Diego will be
featured in a pair of rugby matches tomor, row at Robb Field, the first scheduled for
..
11 a.m. and the second at 1 p.m. .
In the first. game, a USD contingent will
meet a team comprised of players from
several San Diego area clubs. The feature
match pits USD'svarsity team against the
UCLA Graduate School of Management. .
.
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NOTEPAD: Insiders' consensus
·on the PSA strike: No likely set.:tlement before New Year's. Man:agement may be ,eeking to
bunch negotiations with two
other .PSA unions (reservations
and operations-maintenance) into ·
a synchronized settlement .. .
SAN DIEGO UNION
The Golden Door's Deborah
.Szekely shares a platform on
Thursday with editor ·and author
Norman Cousins at a health semNOV 2 1980
inar for the Eisenhower Medical
.Auxiliary at Rancho Mirage,
.
'
.:near Palm Springs. . . . Dick
USO ORCHESTRA CONCERT - "Music In Vienna" is the theme of
·Braun, who pl_ayed b a s
with
soo
n
next Sunday'a 4 p.m. concert In Camino Theater, University
or San
:the SD Symphony for · 18 years,
Diego. Henry Kolar wlll conduct
j eturns to the Symphony Wednesdaynight He and his big band
will entertain at the Leontyne ·
Price supper party after her performance with· the Symphony

Hotel man Terry Brown's grand- .
opening bash for ·his Hanalei ex-

pansions netted $12,475 for the SD
. Zoo . . Peter
Jay, former British ·
ambassador to the United.States, .
.and Andrew Neil, political editor
of The Economist of London, are
an entry at a Nov. 13 · City Club
seminar. ·
SHORT LINES: Sonny Sturn
wonders
if the school district's
pay-for-attendance·plan might be
retroactive. "It took me five
years to finish high school," says
Sturn, "and I never missed a
day." .• . Sara Finn dispatches a
pair of name games from USO:
Mark Anthony is a law student,
and Carol Christ will lecture
there March. 11 on "God 'ls My
Mother, My Strength." .
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m aof theUniversity or San Diego will
pr118811t the Bram Stoker play about vampires today a p.m. In Camino Theater, USD.
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. In junior college action
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Saturday San I Diego City
College came ·up with the·.
biggest victory romping
past . previously ·· unbeaten
San Bernardino Valley 34-18
in . the north, to take over \
first place in the Mission
·
· Conference. The Knights'·
· Metro mark now reads 3-1,
a half-game ahead of the
. beaten Indians, Saddleback
and Riverside.
Robert Farmer was the
SDCC
··catalyst, rushing for
198 yards to score a pair of
touchdowns. ·
·Grossmont won its second
-··game in 12. years against
,Mesa by whipping the
,Olympians 30-20on Jack .
Mashin Field in the ·South
Coast Conference. Mesa got
off to a 14-0 lead but the
Griffins · rallied, taking the
lead with 5:22 in the third
period on a Jim Oxe wm to
Rip Fritzer climaxing an
11-play52-yard drive. .
• In other Mission Conference duels, Saddleback
overpowered Southwestern
36-14 and -Citrus routed
Palomar 55-6. ·· Mira Costa
nipped Imperial Valley 14. 10 in a Desert Conference

To
Toreros win,

look to even ·

mark5-5

.
..
University , of San Diego
wil
be out to square. its ·
. _record at 5-5 Saturday in a
home game against · Edwards Air .Force Base after
,scoring an impressive 14-7
win Saturday•over Sonoma

State

.

I

· Quarterback Tim Call
passed · for one . touchdown
- 18 yardsto Ron.Guzman
and scored the other on a ,
20-yard keeper, thelatter in
the _fourth quarter, to pull
off the victory over the Cos- .
sacks.

USD trailed in the fourth
quarter after Marck Wright
of Sonoma State ran a yard
. _for a touchdown, set up by a
blocked USD punt on ·the
Torero 27-yard line. The
Toreros missed the extra
point ,on their first TD but
tan in a two-pointer after
.,Cali's tally. ·
·
Guzman, a 5-5 wide re- _

ceiver, caught eight passes
· for 117 yards·

contest.

1
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Peter Hermann · of USO, a former national 12-and' under champion, is havingsome excellent results as a
collegian.He.won the recent San Diego Collegiate ,Invita- ·'
tional, defeating .USO s highly regarded Scott Lipton in
the finals. At last week's Nike All-American tournament
at UCLA, he and teammate Chris Jochum . were th
winners of the tournament's qualifying event and got into
e main draw.
·
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USD's 5-5 Receiver Guzman
'

•

•

.

Proves La

After spending a few afternoons in the weight room at. Guzman made 8 receptions for 117 yards and a touch- :
San Diego State last spring, Ron Guzman realized he was -· down. He also set up the winning score with a sideline
too small to play for the Azt
football team.
ec
•
· ·foo
reception reminiscent
tof John Jefferson's fmgertip grabs.
But no matter. Remembering -there, was another J!Di· ·1 Guzman raced toward the right sideline, stretched his
versity at the other end of Mission Valley, Guzman con- entireframe, and hung onto the ball as he hit the ground.
tacted University of San Diego football- Coach Bill - il- . . "That," he. said, "was one of my better catches. I try to
Hams.
.. ·
. · 1 • •
· emulate -Cliff Branch (Oakland Raiders) He's short, but
"I remember getting a tap on the shoulder,and looking you've got to respect him because be can go deep.." '
.
down at this 5-foot-1 midget who asked me if be could
Guzman is also one of those rare individuals who re-·
play football," recalled Williams. "I said sure, thinking I'd i spects politicians. His goal is to attend law school in
never see him again. But the following .Sunday, be was furtherance of his own political ambitions. As if a 5-5
there along with everybody else."
collegewide receiver isn't unusual enough, listen to the ,
Guzman, who is actually 5-5, was listed near the boQo!Q ·
family politics:
'
of USD's depth chart at the beginning of the
Although I grew up In a bluecollar neighborhood in
never left the bench the first three games.
••
Huntington Park,· and my father was a machinist for a
Finally, after injuries depleted the wide receiver ran long time,
both my w-ents are voting for Reagan. They •
Guzman got his chance. And now his t e a msitm
anda
liket ebig
s business."
· ·
1
watch.
·
•
•·
,
1 •
. ·,·
•
"I knew once I got a shot, they wouldn't be able to move
'. · . ·
•
· · • • ,• •
1
me out," said Guzman, a political science major: "I'm a
• . '
·
pretty good athlete."
.
•J
· •
In high school, weighing all of 125 pounds;.Guzman
played defensive end and outside linebacker. He made the ·
move to wide receiver during his two years at LA. City
College.
·
.
.
·, •.
. ?
.
.
-.

:•
Guzman

n
Adbis
size?

.

.

.•

"It hasn't been that much of a problem," said

Guzman.

"I've got quickness, fair speed and I run good patterns.
And as long as the quarterback gets the ball in the gener- .
al area I'll catch it."
·
.
In USD's 14-7 win over .Sonoma State last Saturday,
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. Political Cartoonist Paul Conrad
will discuss his career as a political

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER 7
-Paul Conrad, political cartoonist for

cartoonist for the Los

291-6480. ext.

son.

l 291-6

4296
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"Music in
series will
present a concert of the USD Or
_chestra, under the direction of fine
'. arts faculty member Henry Kolar,
Sunday, November9, 4 p.m.,
· Camino Theater, USD 291-6480
.. x4261.
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the downtown · Exe-

NOV 6
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'

: The, speaker will .· be
Cynthia

Pavett

USD

· assistant
-professor of
. ·organizational · be-

havior.
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· Pavett, a PolntLoma

,._ .· resident, .will

present
findings from a recent
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· -have experienced as the
. key variables
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· Times, Friday, November 7, 7
p.m., Camino Theater, USD,

he L . A . Ttme1. w,11 speak at USO at
Camino
Theater at 7 PM . $2 .50 per per
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Noontime Concerts series will
pttSCllt -;. performance by the ERA
-Trio, violinist Mary Gerard, cellist
Mary Lindbloom, and pianist Ilana

Mysior, Wednesday, November
12, 12:15 p.m.,
FrenchParlor, ·
. Founders Halll, USD. Free .
291-6480 x426l.
-

TIMES-ADVOCATE

NOY

6 1980

..

Advance registration
is required. Tickets cost ·
$15. For information,
4585
. phon293-4585.
· • · ·.
.

1980
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CAMPUS LECTURE Paul Conrad, polltlcal cartoonist for
the Los Angeles Times,· will
· speak on Friday, Nov. 7, at.7
p.m. In the Camino Theater · :
on the University of $an Diego campus. ·
·
.
.,.

-
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The third concert in the
University of San
Diego's
"Music
in Vienna" series
will be performed under the
direction
of conductor
Henry Kolar, 4 p.m. Sunday
at the Camino Theatre,
USD. Information: 291-6480,

ext. 4261.
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Call, LoomisHelp Toreros To Easy Win
Tim Call and Steve yards · - Guzman's only
Loomis each passed for two catches of the night. Jerry USD
•
touchdowns and three play- McAlpin scored two touch- USD_ Guzman 10 pass tram
Cal (Kelegian
ers scored fwo apiece last dowon
ns
short runs and led ki·ck) ·
night as University of San the winners with 77
7
kkll Guzman pas
Calls
(Kelegian
from
' Diego buried Edwards ·Air rushing in 14 carries. yards
•
Force. Base 41-0in an exhi- · USD (5-5) outgained the
.bition football game.
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..thed USD -th
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e
fromLoomis
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MUSICALLY
Y SPEAKING - The series of pre-concert disussions

will feature pianist and University of San Diego faculty
Nicolas Reveles. at 7 p.m. Friday through Sunday In the Civic The-

members,

..

.
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TRIO -- The
group

violinist

Gerard, cellist

comprise of
Mary
· Mary Undbl.oom and pianist Ilana Mysior, wtll perform Wednesday,
at 12:15 p.m., In the Universityof San Diego French Parl or,
• ,
..
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USD ORCHESTRA
In
today's 4 p.m. concert In Camino TheaUniversity
ter, of San
Henry
Kolar will conduct. '
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. , · Founders' GalleryI:ndians The

. Photographic Images of Edward S.
Curtis . Nov.
17 .through Dec. 111.

, . University of, San Diego. Monday

- Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

6480.
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The USD women's
basketball, team has
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led byis5-foot-4USD
inch junior guard Mich-
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Classic Lecture
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Alliance Francaise de·San·
Diego will present excerpts
,
17th
tbephomo
so
8century
afrom5
by La Bruyere
"Caracteres"
during a meeting at 2 p.m. ·
Saturday Nov. 15 in de Sales
Hall. at the Universityof
. San Diego. .
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-A USD conference on ethinicity and

mental health wlll be held at the Town &
Country Center today through Sunday
Call 452-3690 for cpst and time.
·

DAILY TRANSCRIPT

NOV

2 1980
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USDSTUDENTEnJSADSCHEME

Co-opTo_Aid Law Firms

.
.
A third-year law student at the . Oriented Law Offices and Atty. Bill
. University of.San Diego plans to teach · Fuhrman is vice president.
his legal elders how to advertise their
Each participating firm must agree
services effectively and cooperatively. · · to contribute 6% of its gross income to
Law firms wn, join Consumer Oriented
the program, which will be put on by
Law Offices in a promotion effort.
the Knoth and Meads advertising
Martin McGee, the student, plans agency.
to kick off a cooperative advertising
McGee says cooperative legal
program for up to 40 San Diego County
advertising programs are operating in
law firms involving an expense of
Wuhington, D.C.,- Denver, Florida
$850,000 in newspapers and on radio
and
Northern California.
television.
"The firms will be picked so that
"We will take profit in San Diego
each area of the county will be
County," McGee says"EEverything
represented," McGee says. "It will
will go into advertising. We will then
help the client to have the attorney
take the c;oncept to other areas. The
, close by. Each firm must agree to offer
advertising message will be directed at
a 30-minute initial consultation in
the estimated3 3% of the population
, person or.by phone for $10 or less."
who have.never utilized the services of
McGee is president of Consumer
attorney."
: . .

and

no

. an
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SacredHeart Alumnae On The Move
• Over the past two years Sara Finn bas bad her share of
traveling as president of _the 10,000-member Associated
Alumnae of the Sacred Heart of the United States and
. Canada. Trips have included visits to France, where she
· was the guest of the French Sacred Heart Association's
president; to India, where she and Dr. Anita Figueredo of
La
Jolla attended a w,orld conference of Catholic women.
Now,her wings have been clipped, for the next national
convention will be at Hotel del Coronado in March. This
! past weekend Finn played hostess to board members who
; ·t ame here to plan the March Sacred Heart alumnae convention.
·
·
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SaraFinn, who met this
week with fellowSacred

Heart alumnae to plan a
conrention · here in

March.

-i

...

A seminar entitled "Sports and the Law" will be
held Saturday at the University of San Diego Law
School San Diego Padre pitcher Randy Jones is
among the speakers who will be focusing ·on labor
and the legal aspects of sports from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Coordinating the seminar, sponsored by ·the USO
Law School's Labor-Management Relations Center,·
will be Bob ·- Bavasi, son of former Padre President
Buzzie Bavasi, who now heads the California Angels.
.
.
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. USD's
Founders

Gallery - "Indians," a photo
exhibit of original gold-tone photographs taken
from 1907 to 1920, opens Mon. and continues
through Dec. 19. University of San Diego

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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.

'

Indian photo exhibit opens soon
"Indians," a photo
· exhibit drawn from what
may be America's most
'complete visual record
of
its · native
civilizations, will be
featured
at
the
Univer.sity of San
Diego's Founders
<;allery from · Nov. 17
through Dec. 19.
.
' The exhibit consists of
50 original gold-tone

photographs . selected
On Nov. 21 at 1:30
from. "North Americanp.m ,, USO history
Indians;'' the monu- professor James R.
mental work of pioneer Moriarty will discuss the
western photographer cultural and historical
Edward S. Curtis 1868- aspects of the · works,
and USO fine arts
1952) .
photography . professor
Amassed by Curtis Duncan McCosker will
between 1907 and 1920, discuss Curtis' technical
the full study includes accomplishments.
1,500 prints and .w.as · In order to document
limited to 500 editions. · the dignity and valor of
. . · ..

READER
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N
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Concerts will fea
USD's Wind Ensemble directed by
Jannoo Fuchs
W d
by
• We nesday
November 19 12:
l5
•
Par! For '
P·
French
or, unders Hall USO Free
·.29 1-6480 x426I.

what he believed to be a
vanishing civilization,
Curtis visited 80 western
tribes and took over
40,000 gold tone plates.
The twenty-volume
study
·which
he
.ultimately published
was sponsored by the
Pierpont
Morgan
Found at i on
n.
The
foreward was written by
Theodore Roosevelt, one
of Curtis' greatest admirers.

READER
NOV 1 3 1980
"Caracteres"
e xcerpts . by La ·

Bruyerewill be presented in French

by Eric Eychenne, lecturer from the
Alliance Francaise
tn Paris, Saturday, November 15, 2 p.m., de
Sales Hall, USO. 578-1609.
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Toreros end season
against St. Mary's ·

LOS ANGELES TIMES

USD's football team will be looking to squareits record
whenthe Toreros host St.Mary's College·at 1 p:m. tomor1·. row ID their season finale.
1
is 5..4 and
·! USO is 4-5 on the year, while St.Mary's
regarded as one of the best teams on the West Coast in
·
small college football
The Gaels are led by quarterback Terry CotUe, who bas
completed 75 of 159 passes for 992 yards and 11 touchdowns, and tailback Markey Crane, who has rushed for
.
557 and a 4.9 average.
Toreros will counter with its quarterback tandem
The
o( Tim_Call and Steve Loomis Both threw for two TDs
week in USD's 41-0 romp over Edwards Air Force
last
.
.·
Base.
USD's defense has been depleted with the loss of two
because of injuriesbut the Toreros will
more starters
. have_one big factor on their side - St.Mary's bas never
won ID the "Pit."

NOV 1 4 1980
FOUNDERS O
Photographic

Diego): "Indiana: The
of San
University

Monday with a
reception from 7 to 9 p.m. and continues
through Dec. 19. Open 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday

LOS ANGELES TIMES
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USD-GaelsEnd Year
,

. I

•

NOONTIME CONCERTS (French Parlor Founders Hall,
University of San Diego): The university Wind Ensemble will perfree.
np.m.Wednesdday,
12:15
at e
ov
Weig
th
form music by B e eand

•.

•

I

-

The University of San Diego (4-5) will conclude its1980

football season against the Sl Mary's Gaels today
.
. .
at USD.
. p.m. contest

, ·The(5-4)

I

ID

al

·

-

Gaels are led by quarterback Terry Cottie,

who has completed 75 of 159 passes for 992 yards, and
with a 4.9 rushing average.
running back Markey Crane,

· Against St.Mary's, a team that bas neverwon in the
USDstadium, Torero Coach Bill Williams will start

ther Tim Call or Steve Loomis at quarterback. Both have
been throwing the ball well lately, with Call particularly
impressive two weeks ago against Sonoma State.
At running back, Jerry McAlpin leads wiht a 4.6 average, followed by Joe Henry (3.6) and Jeff Veeder (3.9).
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,
Wiv es'
USD hos ts 'Me rry'
will r
The University of San Diego Musical The ate
s of
Wive
y
Merr
"The
opera
c
comi
prese nt Nicolais
21Nov.
day,
Satur
and
y
Frida
p.m.
8
at
Windsor"
s
ance
22. and at 2:30 p.m.Sund ay Nov. 23. Perf orm
us.
will be in Camino Theater on the USO camp
Admission is $3 for the general public, $2 for
seniors and non-USD stude nts and $1 for USD
cal l 29 1-6 48 0 Ex t. 44 25 .
info rma tion
stud ents . For

.
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· Call Tally Leads Toreros
Victory

Ending
·To Season..

Quar terba ckTim Call ran 8 yards for a fourth-quarter
ll
· .touchdown to guide his University of San Diego footbaSt.
g
visitin
over
ictory
v
ing
n-end
seaso
,squad to a 10-7
.
Mary's yesterday
USD finished its 1980 campaign with a 5-5recor_d, while
the Gaels fall to 5-5 withone contest remaining on their
·
schedule. ·
r, the Toreros
quarte
third
the
in
Trailing · 7-3 late
r
and forced a
ry
territo
own
their
in
deep
Gaels
pinned the
ll
the-baon
ofssi
sse
punt from the end zone. USD gained po
plays
two
score
the
for
in
moved
and
48,
on the St.Mary's
.• •
·
period.
into the final
.
\·
.·
of 14 yards to
Call sparked the drive by hitting
aldi and 6 to
Garib
Mark
to
Randy Reppenhagen, 16 yards
17 of 29
leted
comp
Call
game,
the
For
an.
· Ron -Guzm
· attempts for 172 yards: .. :·
•

•

•

•

passes

.

'

•

I

The Toreros got on the board first on Mark Kele_gian's
s
32-yard field goal in the second quarter. ButS t. Mary'
loose
broke
nd
Brela
Craig
as
7-3
lead
.came right back to
scamper.
for.a .55-y ard .TD
..
.
.
.
yards and seven
total
116
to
Gaels
the
d
limite
The hosts
Linebacker Guy Ricciardulli .paced . the
first dow ns.
Torero defense with 16 tackles, while teammate Pondo
. Vleisides added 13, four of themquarterback sacks .

.·

-

.

·

·
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the group which
USD WIND ENSE MBLE Jannon Fuchs will direct
itJ of San
will perform at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday In the Unmn
Parlor.
French
Diego's
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Pressures

No Concern For

Williams ·

•

•

The football office, located the back of the gym, isn't and Mike Kruthers, and tackle Pondo Vleisides. .
On offense, the major loss will be quarterback Tim .
much to speak of. The desks old, and the chairs have
who played very well during the final weeks of the
Call,
of
set
new
a
up
put
to
ouldn't
w
_
It
days.
,seen better
,
. season.
.
.
curtains either.
need
"we
Williams,
admitted
though,"
"Realistically,
football
Diego
San
of
ity
But Bill Williams, theUniv
help everywhere. It's up to us to have a good recruiting .
·coach who spends much of bis ime there, has little conaa football field, some year. We'll try to bring in about 45-50 new people - half
cern for such matters. Give
from high schools and half from the junior colleges.
·
•
healthy bodies, and he's in bea .
. "I've got the best coaching in America," Williams · "We want ·to avoid having an old team, so you have to
. said. "Where else can you go O and not worry about . get a balance between the freshmen and the jaycee players. Our major problem is finding enough freshmen who
.
.
getting fired?
here academically. It's tough."
qualify
person,
next
asthe
· "It's not that I'm not as com itive
But as he said earlier, when you can go 0-10 and not
because I am. But the pressur mes from within instead of from the administration. And ' I thinkthat's worry about losing your job, it's not that tough.
· .
.
,
.
healthy."
EVENING TRIBUNE
"
HowhasUSDfaredwith-thisa roach?
the
losses,
wins-and
f
te
in
analyzed
is
If success
7 1980
Toreros, who ended .the season l weekend iat-tbe .500
games
.few
a
lost
y
so.
mark (5-5), are only mildly·
Williams thinks they should have n; they also won two
.
.
games be thinks they should have t.
If, bowever, success is comp · of intangible factors
.
.
such as dedication, persev.erence, telliger\ce, and the ·
ability to acknowledge that ther life after football,
USD might be cast in a more favo le light. · .
"The kids are out here because p ing football is fun," .
said Williams. '."1'.hey don't -get sch hips. But they get
a good education, if they're willing work, and many of
· University of San , Diego
them go on tolaw or medical sc . They don't have
_wrapped up the football
National Football
any illusions about playing in
season on a winning note
•
League.
·saturday,: .scoring in the
. "I tell them that, at age 40, it's
Jinal quartet to defeat St.
whether you played at USD or Ohio te. You just better
. Mary's 10-7 to square its
make sure you get an education."
season's slate at·five victoWilliams, nonetheless, spends co erable time plotries and five defeats. . '
and how to imting a course for the football pro
Quarterback Tim 'Call
prove it. He's pleased with a 5-5 feC()r t notthrilled by
ran eight yards for the
But upset
him.
it. An 0-3 early-season mark still bo
clinching touchdown .at the
victories over Sonoma State (14:_7) · St.Mary's (10-7)
end of a 48-yard drive, dur·
.
·.
have soothed him somewhat · ..
ing which he passed 14
The coach called last Saturday's over St.Mary's
yards to Randy Reppenhe said the
"the biggest victory ever here." Of
agen, 16 to Mark Garibaldi
same thing two weeks earlier after th in over Sonoma
and six to Ron Guzman.
'
State.
Earlier the Toreros '
: Now that the season's over, William ill concentrate ,
scored first ! OD .a .32-yard
several top
on nert year, his sixth as head coach. H
field goalby Mark Kelgian,
Ricciardulli
uy
linebacke
including
players,
defensive
with .. the Gaels ·countering
.
on a 55-yard run by Craig
Beland.
In junior college action
Saturday, Palomar College
f won its first game of the
nosing out
year Southwestern 13-6 in a MisConference ,game, but
• sion
1 all the other area ·schools
· went down to defeat, CerriI tos kept its lead in the South
· ·Coast Conference with a 283 •conquest of Grossmont,
Fullerton rocked San Diego
Mesa 38-10 in the .same
'league and Ml San Jacinto
knicked MiraCosta 17-6 in
Desert Conference. .

USO ends

.

season ·on
highnote

I

I

I

------ ------ ----•--

•
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Destiny Of. '80s May Be Major Labor Confrontations In Sports

"Somewhere, there is going tobe a major, major laborcon- . Now all we have to do is find t h e m .
frqntation.in sports," Rothenbergbelieves.
· ' ·
.
While there may be some disagreement about
methods, there
''The NBA flirted with lj last year, going half a season withis none when it comes to issues. There are two of primary
out a cohtract. It could comein' baseball next spring. They,just
concern these days in professional sport: free agency andcable
postponed the compensationquestion from last year. They
television. Forget the rest.They are incidental.
·
haven't settled it."
·
·
,
•
,
• .
Or It could _occur in 1982, when Ute present contract between '. The mannerin whicha player may become a free agent, and •
labor and management in ,the National, Football Leagueexthe compensation which must begranted his former team, are
pires. ''F,ootball is beaded for a whole new war in 1982,'' Rothen- at the heart.of labor negotiations_in every sport.
· . •
.
berg 'says flatly. . ·
.
· In baseball, owners
bargained away considerable
leverage.in ·
, What form this war will take seeins less certain.
.
this area and are now trymg to get some of 1t back. Obviously,
'. "The Players µs<>ciati0.n will take an entirely new applayers ha_ve little intention of cooperating. . '
I
proach," believe!j Brian Monaghan, western regional genera}
· "It would be
silly of the players not totake that stand, says
1•·
counsel the
forNFLPA.
·
•
to help the
1 Rothenberg.''The owners are asking the players
WAYNE LOCKWOOD
. • •
"Fiveminutesbefore thestart of a nationallytelevised game, , owners protect
themselvesfrom themselves
.
•
·
·
·
a strike will occu r. That's the sortof pressure the NFLPA can
·
·.
for their ·jump shots and curveballs andability tothrow the exert best."
Infootball, , it was labor which surrendered
made
in
gains
quick oul In this circle, they were esteemed
for their litigation.
. Hit 'em where it hurts most, in·other words. '· .
court
through
the smith and thr
Mackey cases. players . .
you and I might remembet·Curt
Flood misplaying a long fly ' . Whether ·professional athletes can' hope to gain their objecunion wasn't piat strong and made concessions from the Smith ·
ball inthe dec1d1ng game of the 1968 World Series.In the a.rea of · tives with-a more standard form of action is open' to_debate. ·
ruling, Rothenberg notes Obviously the players have been
Jur1Sprudence, however, Flood is spoken of in the same context
. Randy Jones' thinks,they can. "A strike is our one big tool,". unhappy about that.
·
··
as Dred Scott or Brown vs. Tbe Board of Education.
. , says the Padrest player representative. "We have to use it if.it
Meanwhile,.everyone agrees that cabletelevision is the wave1·
His suit against baseball, even though he lost the decision,
comes to tlial"
· ·
• .
.,
of the future in Sports and entertainment. A very,very profitacracked open the door to freedom for the wage slaves of sweat.
"Maybethe ultimate labor weapon, a strike, is 'not practical
ble wave. · .
· •.
·
· •.
They have been
poundingon the thing ever since.
for sports," cautions John Morris, a professor at the Arizona
"Cable television will become the most
4omtnant force in
"The 1960s were the golden age of sportfor the owners,"
State School of Law and a recognized authority in labor and , ·. sports," Monaghan believes.
.
observes Alan Rothenberg, counsel for-the Los Angeles Lakers,
antitrust law. ·
.
.
"It will be themajor mcome producerin all sports," Kaze
Kings and Aztecs. "The 1970s were
the era of the revolution. The
"!'\thletes have such a short-lived •playing career. Theymust
agrees. "The potentialisenormous."
.
·
1980s ... who knows?" .
· .
play as much as they can when they caa. Maybe
you have to
How this enormous potential will be.d1v1ded between man. But most people, includingRothenberg,have a pretty good
comeup with some sort of alternative solution." ·
agement ·and labor is a matter of enormous interest to both
idea. W the
ha
80st may
bring us is armageddon.
Irv Kaze has one. "These problems .can be solved if intelligent
sides.
.
If you re tired of reading about strikes and lockouts and . people sit down calmly and work them out," says the former · And practically no ,-Oterest to anyone else. 1
•
boycotts on the sportspage be advised-to takeup residence ID a
executiveof the Chargers, Clippers and National League base,:
We can ignore it, and probably will, to a large extent in the
cave during thenext 1few years. Youain't seen nothin' yet. ·
ball.
·
·
days to come. But it is not going to. go away.
. .

In the arena, some were
outstanding players and some
weren't. But in the courtroom, all were superstars.
' .
They challenged the web of law and custom which bound a
professional athlete in feudal servitude to bis employer. They
changed the face of sport. , .
·
Curt Flood, Jim Smith, John Mackey, Oscar Robertson, Andy·
Messersmith, Dave McNally,Joe Kapp- those were popular
names during a seminar entitled "Sports And The Law" conducted by the University of San Diego1 Law School last weekend. .
And, no, nostalgia was not the order of the day.
In some circles, these gentleman may have been esteemed , •

•

•

••

•

•

•

.

•
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USO students will participate in
'

Tomorrow., many · meals will be donated to way of doing this. In week of prayer and
students from the Uni- Oxfam.
.
•
· addition,
contributing religious services is
versityofSanDiegowill
_"We are organizing food money is a simple being conducted by the
.fast for a day. For those
,the fast at USD beca
and ·· direct way of
use
Campus Ministry Nov.
who elect to participate, we want to give
a sharing some of our 13-21 culminating in the
their action will be part chance to ·make a perresources with people io fast day on which part·
of · a nationwide aooual · sooal committment to • _Latin America, · Asia icipants will
be asked to
fast sponsored by the the
hunger of the and Africa
who ·are limit theirfood intake to
famine • relief agency world,"
Sr. Tim struggling to survive coffee, tea, juice or
known as Oxfam Amer- Malone of · USD's , and become self- broth. The University'
ica. ·Money which the Campus Ministry,· reliant."
,
Food Service is particistudeots would o r dwhich
i n sponsors
a r -the fast.
USD has participated pating by setting up a
ily spend on the day's "Fasting
is symbolic in the
fast since 1974. A broth line for students.

people

says

a

worldfast tomorrow
0th er a.c ti vi ties
during the w eek inc lude
a talent show ..bake sale.
white elephant sale and
a prize of $100 worth of
gasoline. One of the
week's highlights will be
a Rock (·as in Rocking
Chair) Marathon, to be
held in front of Serra
Hall from 11:45 p.m.
Wednesday through
10:30 •p.m
. .Thursday.
•

Participating students
will obtain . financial
sponsorship for the
hours they rock.
.
. .was
Oxfam Amenca
established in 1970. It is
an independent develop.ment and relief agency
affiliated with the International Oxford
mittee for Famine
Relief, founded in
land in ·1942. Last year's

fast at USD raised more
than $2,600 for Oxfam's
efforts. Among . those
who will benefit are
"boat peo
people" in Southeast Asia, refugees in
southern . Africa, farmers in Peru and Upper
Volta, craft workers ·in
Tanzania, rqral women
io Bolivia and village
community groups in
. Sri- Lanka.
·.
..
. •.

,

• The fast's official title
is "Fast for a World
Harvest." In 1979, more
than 3,000 groups worldwide participated,
donating over $600,000 to

Oxfam.

Would You Believe....

Gorillas are generally
good-natured. .It's the
male who cares for the
f amily
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SD's Founders Gallery - "Indians," a photo
exhibit of origina I gold-tone photographs taken
from 1907 to 1920. cont inues through .-Dec . 19.
University of San Diego .

READER
NOV 2 0 l98L
"Merry Wives of Windsor,"
.Nicolai'• rarely performed comic
opera, will be presented by the
USD Opera Workshop, Friday ,
November 21 and Saturday ,
November 22. 8 P· m. ; and Sunday•
November 23, 2:30 p.m., Camino
Theatre , USD. 291-6480 x4425.

•

an

be

Tl MES-ADVOC ATE

NOV 2 0 1980
THE MERRY WIVES OF .
WINDSOR Comic opera, 8
p.m. Nov. 21-22 and 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 23 In USO Camino Theatre.
'

STAR NEWS

NOV 2 O 1980

.

..

.· uiscal

.- ·

Danielle Forsgren (I.) and
tomorrow, Satur.
anie De Loni (r.), both of Chula
The comic opera
Vista,along with Cathleen Han. will be presented
nasch rehearse for a presentation at 8 p.m. tomorrow and. Saturday
of The Merry Wives of Windsor
bnd af 2:30 p.m. Sunday under
at University· of Son Diego's the direction of Robert Austin. .
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The executive board of the Associated Alumnae of the Sacred Heart
in the home of Dr. Anita
of United States and Canada met recently
Figueredo of La Jolla. Pictured above are Tony Curry, in back,
Sara
first . vice president; Sister .Ellen Monsees, front left; and
·
Hon<i&)
Finn of La Jolla, right, president. (Photo by

SUl!1

SacredHeart alumsmeet
..

•

.
.
Sara Finn, . .·
A reception· honoring the
1
board
board . of the 1 Finn presidedover the
executive
Associated. Alumnae of the I meeting which was held in San
Sacred Heart of the United Diego to mark .the upcoming
States and Canaw,. was held . national conference, which will
recently in the La Jolla home of . be held in the Hotel Del ·
,. · Coronado from March 25-28.
Dr. Anita Figueredo.
. . . Finn is completing her first
. '
l erm Eis president of' the
Guests included graduates
.
from . .the 36 schools in the ' national board. '.
Hicks
Jean
named
has
.Finn
La
the
Among
States.
United
Jollans attending · were .Toni Miller as chairman of the
conference.
. Griffin, Margo Washburn .and
·. •

•

I

Section 2

Events, Theater, Music, Film
''The ShadowCatcher"
Edward Sheriff Cunis was
called "The Shadow-C.atchcr"
by his Indian friends. We think
of photography as being pictures
.
made by light, and it is
significant that Curtis'ssubjects
focused on shadows - the
opposite or complement of light
- much.as some artists draw the
space between objects rather
than the objects themselves.
Indeed, Curtis's photographs
arc shadowy: dark tones
predominate. He frequently
photographed in low light or
against the sun; and he
evidently preferred to print
darkly . This is the most telltale
sign of his romanticism, and it
is, I think, a way of expres.5ing
the Indian's preference for the
sprititual life over the material
life. Cunis documented this
spiritual preference not only in
his photographs but also in
writing, as he took copious notes
on Indian beliefs, ceremonies,
arts, and social customs.
Curtis was driven to
photograph North American
Indians because he saw an
urgent need to document their
way of life before it disappeared
forever. He spent thirty years of
his life at the beginning of this
century visiting over eighty
tribes west ofthe Mis.5is.5ippi and
taking perhaps 40,000
photographs on clumsy, fragile
glas.5 plates which were
sometimes as large as

.

fourteen-by-seventeen inches.
He traveled by wagon or pack
horse. By any measure this was a
herqic undertaking, Over half of
the $1 . 5 million project was
fmanced by J. Pierpont Morgan,
. whom Curtis met through
President Theodore Roosevelt .
lronically, the way of life that
Curtis sought to document as
a4thentically " Indian" had
(continued on page 4 , col. 3)

'•

(

nineteen th-centu ry concept of
the Noble Savage was partof
this. In spite of these
reservations, his work is
powerful, profound, and so
thorough that it is •
awe-inspiring His photographs
were published by the
Pierpont Morgan Foundation in
twenty volumes, each about 300
pages long, containi ng in total
: 1500 photogravure prints. Each
volume was accompanied by a
portfolio of more than thirty
copperplate photogravures,
(continue d from page 1)
totaling 722 plates. The edition
already been dramatically
was limited to 500 copies, not all
change dby the Spaniards'
of which were bound. One of
introduction of the horse in the
these twenty volume sets of The
Sevente enth Century . The
North
American Indian, as it was
horse spread faster than the
called, was given anonymously to
white man's march across the
the University of San Diego last
continen t. Lewisand Clark
spring, and the university plans
found Indian tribes equippe d
to hold annual exhibits of
with horses all the way to the
different portions of the work. A
Pacific Northwest. Horses
complete set isestimated to
be
converted sede ntary
farmers into
worth morethan $50,000, and
nomadic buffalo hunters who
the San Diego Public Library is ,
lived in
skin tepeesand soon
the
only other institution in the
developed military societies,
city
owning one. · ·
such as in the case of the Plains
The first exhibition, called
Jndians. Perhaps thi
:
s
The Earth is OurMother, opened
transformation bought time for
last Monday in the Founder's
their people, perhaps not: the
Gallery
at USD, consisting of
American Indians who most
about fifty photogravures. The
successfully maintain ed their
gallery is open weekdays from
culturaf integrity were
··
10:00 a.m. till. 4:00 p.m., and
-=-- sedentary, such
the Pueblos.
the show runs through
At any rate, the time bought was
December 19.
short. When Curtis came the
In connect ion with the
buffalo were nearly gone, and
exhibit ionDr. James Moriarty,
with them the way of life of the
USO Indianologist, will lecture
Plains Indians. Already tepees .
on the cultural and historical
were of canvas supplied by the
aspects of Curtis'w
s ork,
United States governm ent
tomorrow, Friday, November
rather than of elk or buffalo
21, 1:30 p.m. in the gallery. At
hide. Curtis photographed
,
2:30the same afternoon Duncan
people with a rich past and
no
no
McCosk
er, USD professor of
future . He wrote, "One hears
photogra
phy,
will talk about
only of yesterd ay.
[The Indian's]
Curtis's technica l and artistic
thoughts are of the past; today is
accomplishments in Salomon
but a living death, and his very
Hall, USD. Forfu
. .. rther
being is permeated with the .,
hopelessness of tomorrow. . This . information call 291-6480
x4296.. .. .
.
sadnessis very evident inhis
.
·
-Alberto Lau
images.
. . ··,
l
Western civilization was . - .
encroaching so fast that Curtis
frequently had to stage his
photographs. No doubt he did
this also in order to make
beautiful photographs, free of
the blemishes of civilization and
of the harshness that ·
.
documenting the processof a
culture's dyq1g would have
required. Thus, he probably
sacrificed ethnographic accuracy
for a romanticized idea of the
true "Indian, and the

Photographs

(
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THE ME
OFR
WINDSOR
RY WIVES
Otto Nicolai's comic opera based on
TIMES-ADVOCATE
Shakespeare's p l a y f u l r of
esurrection
Sir John Falstaff, drama's grossest
and most loveable scoundrel, from
the dead. Sir John's fortunes are at 11
low point. To alter his circumstances.
he writes identical letters of amorous
EMBER21,1980
intent to Mistress Ford and Mistress
Page, two merry wives who control
the cash flow
in their respective
· houses. When the women discover
they share a common ·
-

NOV 21 1980

'Merry Wives,
I 'Falstaff'
planned
by uso,·sosu

purse-pinching admirer, the¥ .
concoct several schemes to cure
.
.
.
Falstaff, "this huge hillof flesh," of
what is ultimately II case of terminal
SAN DIEGO Local uni- Bob Sullivan
Ford, John
immorality,Amid all the horseplay.
versities
have
scheduled
two
Kiszla
as
Page,
Eric
Jensen
daughter Anne Page and her
productions of operatic ver- -as Fenton, Eugene Langlois
boyfriend Fenton perform an end
sions of Shakespeare plays as Dr. Cajus and Christorun, marry, and prove that love
conquers 11D. Robert Austin directs
within a few weeks of each pber Redo Slender.
this production of the Unive
of
other. , ·
·rsity
Admission is $3 or $2 for
San Diego Musical Theater, Danielle
The University of San Di- students.
Forsgren and Stephanie De Lani are
ego musical theater will perOn Dec. 5, 6, 12 ·and 13 the
Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page; Cathleen
Hannasch and Eric Jensen are Ann
form Nicolai's comic opera
.• San Diego State University
Page and Fenton; and Paul Hort.on is
"The Merry Wives of WInd- -music and drama depart-

as

f

Falstaff. (Sm.)
Camino Theater. USD. Friday.

sor" at 8 tonight and Satur- ments will collaborate with
day and at 2:30 p.m. Sunday the San Diego Opera to proin the CaminoTheateron the
· duce the West Coast premcampus
Linda Vista
iere of Antonio Salieri's
Road. ·
· ·:
operatic version of "Fal•
:.Robert Austin is director staff."
and -conductor. ·. Marilyn
Tito Ca bia
of the San
reen is choreographer and
po nco
the USD Fine ·A rts faculty,
t . Diego Opera is artistic SU·
headed by Pamela Smith pervisor, and direc tion and
Connolly, has designed the cast are drawn Jointly from
sets. · '
the San Diego Opera staff,
In the cast of students are Opera Center participants
· Paul Horton as Sir John Pal- and the university ·
staff, Danielle Forsgren and · Tickets are $4.50 or $3 for
Stephanie De Lani as Mrs. students and senior citizens
Ford and Mrs.Page, Cat. .and are on sale at the SDSU
ticket office.

November 21 and Saturday,
November 22 at 8:00 p.m Sunday.

November 23 at 2:30p.m.

EVENING TRIBUNE

NOV 2 l 1980

·OPENINGS
The comic opera· "The Merry Wives of Windsor" opens tonight at University
of San Diego as part of its musical-theater program. ·
.
·
Performances will be held at 8 tonight and tomorrow and at 2:30 p.m.
Sl!,D(iay in Camino Theateron the campus at Alcala Park off Linda Vista
Road.
.
·
·
The cast
includes Danielle Forsgren, Stephanie De Lani, CathleenHannasch,
Paul Horton, Bob Sullivan, Eric Jensen, John Kiszla, Christopher Redo and
Eugene Langlois.
.•
.
.
·
The director is Robert Austin, choreographer is Marilyn Green and scenic
designer is Pamela Smith Connolly.
·
•

•

'·

•

•

•

of
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"Indians The
FOUND ERS GALLE RY (Unive rsity of $an Diego):
Edward S. Curtis, " through Dec. 19. Open
Photographic Image s of
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. 1 •

-

-

-

.
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r, Univer
"THE MERR YWIVE S OF WINDSOR" (Camin o Theate 2:30 p.n
sity of San Diego): Nicolai's comic opera, 8 p.m.. today,
Saturda y and Sunday .

1

•

SAN DIEGO UNIO N
NOV 3 1980
ensemble will perform at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday
ERA TRIO -- The
In the University of San Diego's French Parlor.

SAN DIEG O UNIO N
NOV

2

3 !98()

PH

S. togr
o
Edward
Ph
19.
Dec.
Curtis Tomorrow through
of San Diego. Monday
Unive rsity
! -- Friday, 10 a.m.to 4 p.m. 291-

SAN DIEGO UNIO N

6480.
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The

University Of San Diego
'THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR' -Nicolai's
Musical Theater will conclude it series ofperform ances of
comic opera with a performance today at 8 p.m. In the Camino
'.
' '
•
Theater, USO.

.
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Los Angeles Times

USD Loo king to Rebound
•

.

• •.

(

.

Brovell i Expecti ng an Improv ement on 6-19 Mark
•

I

.

•
'·
.
. By STEVE DOLAN, Times Staff Writer ,
- .
,
-·
in the conferSAN DIEGO-- JimBrovelli calmly sits back in his . · areas, and the University of SeatUe
.·., . i
·
·
chair and relaxes duringan interview. It tellsa lot about ence until this year.
in
in
not
coast
the
on
school
Catholic
only
the
was
USD
·
.
,
·
his approach to basketball. ·
With the regular season ahead, the University of San the WCAC until last year. And although the Toreraca
· may be expected to continue taking their lumps in the
Diego head coach could be excused for being on edge.
conference for a whtle, .their head coach is not about to
the characteristic simply doesn't fit Brovelli. InBut
.:
.
be reacts to situations the same way he expects second-guess the move up.
. stead,
"Being an ·tndependent was tough," Brovelli said.
·.his players to-with patience and realistic attitude.
There's no question patience will be required from "Now, we can create a rivalry. It will be a lot easier for
Brovelli's team In 1980-81. The Toreros were just 6-19 a . us to build a tradition. All of the universities in our conference have similar goals not only in athletics but·
year ago, losing their last 10 games.
· · · .
academics."
·
·
·
Three Yearsin Playoffs
is
WCAC
the
of
tradition
basketball
.The
d
Divia
h
NCAA
D
the
to
S
U
been
,
n
o
s
a
e
s
last
Before
inh e N a three years in a row.However, Brovelli ·well known. The_conference is represented t
sion II playoffs
including
players.
17
by
Assn.
Basketball
tional
The
1979-80.
in
for
asked
they
what
got
and his team
Toreros made the difficult jump from Division II to Div-Cartwright of New York, Dennis Johnson of Ph
of Chica
Awtrey
and Dennis
sion J, joining thebasketball-o riented West Coast Ath- Phil Smith of the Clippers
·
.
.•
go.
small
one
like
letic Conference. lt might have seemed
step on paper, but itwas one giantleap on the basketball . Brovelli admits one of his selling pointsfor the USD
basketball .program is the WCAC. Other are the univer· ·
.
··
.
• :i..
court.
season, Brovelli is asking his sity's academics (it has only academic majors, meaning
Concerning the current
team to take a realistic approach He admits a WCAC no PE or recreation majors),the San Diego area and·yeis,
•
·
even the-coach. .
..
championship may still be a few years away.
1
Locally, the approa_c h ts working. The· Toreros fea"It took us time to besuccessful In Division D,"
Brovelli said. "It's certainly going to take time to be ture four players from San Diego high schools: Bob
successful in Division I.We know it's not going to hap- , Bartholomew (Kearny), Mike Stockalper (Marian),
· Rusty WhitmarJih ( Monte Vista) and Keith Cunriingpen overnight.We want to be patient and realistic." ·
·
Brovelli, beginning his eighth year at the USO helm, ham (Morse): .
1
1 •
•
•
.
Majer
but
Small
make
to
team
his
for
looking
He's
· isn't pushing things.
.
,
•·
.
the adjustment from Division II to Division I at a steady
kids we get here, we haven t lost any volun"Of the
goals immedito
reach unrealistic
pace without trying
"We've been very honest m our
tarily," Brovelli said.
· . .
ately
them something we might not
tell
t
don
We
,approach.
.
rebe
to
simply
was
ago
year
of
goal
·· · The original
Toreros did have their be We are small in terms of enrollment (4,000) ·and ma
spectable in . the WCAC.
_moment by beting Pepperdine, a team that eventually jor in basketball, When they come here, they know exwhere we are at. , . •
advanced to the National Invitation ToumamenL actly
Indeed,
program • recen\ transition has been
the
not
conferencewas
in
play
· However, the team's overall
ce players. Bartholomew.
for veteran
traumatic experien
what had been hoped for ..
were both on the team three years ago
This year. Brovelli qatn says he wants his team to be and Stockalper
th
Regionals and
in
Division D Western
w en USD won thed
that the te
. But he is alsoec
sp
in the WCAC
re
· , ,'!'
advanced to the national tournamenL
· ,
, ·
team be successful ·.
But the lows of last year might not be forgettable,
•
•
•
; 1
•
injuries and two academicallyineligiNumerous
either.
Out ofReach
Maybe
. · By IIUCQeS8, he's not necessarily talking about reach- ble players caused the Toreros to finish the season
· :.
·
ainBrovelli just eight men on their roster.
of wins. Predictions,
cert
ing any number
"It was tough to go through that because we were80
r says, only put undue Presti.ate on the kids to. try to reach
used to winning." Brovelli said. "It was a humbling
·
attainable. .. . ·
be e
not l
stac
an o b that
· 'I judge success in more ways than the record," perience for all of us. Now, I can look ahead and see
Brovelli said. "Youalsohave to be concerned with the we'll be successful if we are patienL"
'
I •
.
well you represent
s o f a nd how
e sindividual
each
progr
I guarantee be competitivePeo
e conference.
isin
ple will know
h a s been a problem for the
I Indeed, identity
year, the
,ToreJPI. As a Division I independent until last
team wasn't well known outside of the local area. The
Toreros also face<! somewhat of a •local recognition'
,problem, living in the shadowof San Diego State. •
. By joining the WCAC, USO has gained instant recog niUon on the West Coast.T he WCAC has schools In the
Portland and• Spokane
Los Angeles, San Francisco.

.

was

1'l!e

asking

I

nµpt

the university

we will

always

•

•

.

. Tofero
J gridders
finish 6-5

00

"It was the biggest
win of the year, and

probab ly

the seven

years.I have

been here,"

said bead coach Bill
the
of
Willia ms
Unive rsity of San
Diego's 10-7upset of St.
the
in
Mary' s
griders' season finale.
The win brought the
Toreros season record
·to 5-5 plus a victory over
Edwar ds . Air Force
Base brings their final
accounting to 6-5. ·
The defensive units of
both squads were excellent. The Gaels could
not score in the first
quarte r even . after
spendi ng their first
three series on USD's
side of the fifty-yard
line. Mark Keleg ian
finally put the Toreros
on the scoreb oard with a
32-yard field goal in the
second . quarter. The
Gaels ·came back after
halftime to take a 7.3 ·
run
margin on a 55-ya rd
. by fullba ck Craig
· Breland. .It was two.
fourth
.plays into
quarter when USD went
ahead for good as
m
Call
quarterback Ti
ran seven yards off left
tackle while on a
: quart erbac k option
play.

the

I

'

'

Tim bad a fine day in
his final game, completing 17 of 29 passes
for 172 yards. Joe Henry
led the rusher s with 55
·. yards . in 22 carries ,
while Ron Guzman
caught _six passes for 74
yards to lead all
receivers. .

USD's defense played
one of their finer games
holding the Gaels to 116
yards total offense. Seniors Guy Ricclarduli
and Pondo Vleisides
were the leading tack. lers with 16 and 13
respec tively .
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Brovelli Feels USDCagers Will Be Respectable
- The Toreros, who at
so
desperatefor belp on the
front line that they moved
University of San Diego •
6-foot-3 Rusty Whitmarsh to
basketball Coach Jim Broforward, have several play•
velli thought about it for a
ers capable of filling the
few minutes, thought about
enable Brovoid. That
it a little longer, then final·
velli to return Bob Bartholy addressed himself to the
lomew ·from center to forquestion.
ward, his natural position.
I
do
do I
"What kind of a team
, - Finally, like the coach
- . .think we have? Well, we
said, there is intelligence.
have a handsome bunch of
their tran. Afteranalyzing
kids, so we'll look good in ·
scripts,Brovelli says be has
airports. And they're intellino reason to believe the
gent, too. Want to know
newcomerswill go the way
their grade point averag,
of 1979 academic casualties·
es?" be laughed.
Joe Evans .and Russell
But what does Brovelli
,
Jackson.
really e1pect of the Toreros
Here's a look at the 1980
in this, USD's second year
'.
I.·
Toreros:
DAVE HEPPELL
as an NCAA Division I
•, THE GUARDS.Mike
. : .. hasa soft touch
school and member of the
Stockalper(6-0, 160) returns
West Coast Athletic Conferfor his final year asthe
.
·ence?
Toreros' floor leader. He's
"I know tbis mucb," said ceptional; decent in
smart, steady and has an
Brovelli, . whose Toreros ance or standing.
open the season tomorrow The task - albeit an ad- e1cellent outside shot (10.0·
··
night with an e1bibition . ,mirable_oQe - is also a dif- points per game).
Whitmarsh (6-3, 190)
game against the Banks- ficult · one. Particularly
last· season's 6-19 start in the off-guard spot.
town Bruins of Sydney, Aus- given
He's USD's best ,defensive
tralla at 7:30 in the USO record. But the differences
gym, "we'll be improved, 1 between last year's Toreros guard, a good outside
and reipectable in the and this season's are sub- shooter (7.9 points), drives
and rebounds well for a
:
league. That's.our goal this stantial: ·
year - to be respectable." · - First, USD will be guard . .An excellent all.
No predictions, just "re- starting .with a reasonably . around athlete.
spectable." Now what does healthy group. Seven-foot .· Newcomers include Mike
that mean? According t9·.center Walt Phelps, an Ramsey (6-4, 170) from
Webster's Third Interna- early-season casualty with Long Beach City College,
tional Dictionary, respect- . tom ligaments in bis ankle, John Prunty (6-0, 175) from
able means: moderately is e1pected to return within Fremont High in Sunnyvale,
Greg Taylor (6-5, 195) of
good; pleasing but not ex- the next few weeks.
·
•
•

one point last year were

will

1

appear-

will

bounding (7.6). He proved ·

the e1ception of Jones and

that he can hold Rubin, they lack quickness
year
last

missinga big,,
bis own against any for . USD is also
physical guard who can ,
ward in the league.
up against the bigger
At the other spot, Brad match
Levesque (6-7 220), . wbo backcourt players in the
averaged 7.0 ·points and· 5.81 league. .
rebounds, is being chal-, : "We'll have to play .great
by newcomers Ger- defense, and look for the
shot on of•
percentage
aid . Jones (6-5, 200) from .
Pima Junior College, Steve fense, said Brovelli, now in
I
Rocha . ,(6-8, 210) out of his eighthyear at USO. "But.
Modesto Junior College and if we win a lot of close
returner Keith Cunningham . games - and 'I think we'll
we
be in a lot of those
·
(6-8, 190).
Jones ls the best defen- can surprise afew people."
·
sive forward on the team,
and also the quickest.
Rocha is a strong reboun- :
der, particularly on the offensive boards, and scores
BOB BARTHOLOMEW · well inside. Cunningham
· back to power forward and walk-onJim Bateman
· give the·Toreros what they
.
· •·
lacked last season - depth.
.
Brophy Prep in Phoenix • THE CENTER. Pbelps' 1
and Lembret Rubin (6-4, injury took bim out of the
170) from Mission High in battle lor ,the starting berth, ,
so that leaves Dave Heppell
San Francisco.
Of the four, Prunty's been (6-8, 220), a junior from Sacthe biggest surprise. "He's a ramento City College.
lot like Stockalper," said "He's . got a soft touch
Brovelli. "He's a great lead- around the basket," said
er for such a -young player,_ Brovelli,"and aithougb bfs ·
bas a good shot, and handles not a great jumper,be posithe ball very well. Ram- tions himself very well. He
shooter along gives us the strengthwe
sey's a good
.
with being fundamentally · need in the middle."
Overall, the Toreros bave
sound. And the other two
-freshmen, Taylor and depth,.shou1d be a betterreRubio, just need some e1pe- . bounding team, and can
play five people who are ca.
rience."
Bar- pable of scoring.But with
THE FORWARDS.
•
tbolomew (6-7, 225) IS back
where be belongs -- power
forward - and.shouldprovide USO with plenty of
(15.4 points) and rescoring
•

I

•

But

.

•

.,
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USD Wins1, 10 -78"

Special to Th. e., Time

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMB 26
--Th e ERA Trio will performER
at Uni versit y of San Diego 's Frenc h
Parlo r at
12:15 P,i,\.

.

SAN DIE GO --M ikeStockalper

sc
20 poin
o
ts and
r
Rust
e
y Whi
d
t-

mars h_adde d 16 as the University of
San Diego s basketball team defe ated Canterbury Bankstown of Aus tralia, 110-78, Wed nesd ay nigb L
Dave Hepp ell sco red14 poin ts for
the Toreros, while Bob Bartholomew bad 12 poin ts and 18 rebounds.
US Dshot 49% from the field to
Can terb ury40%
's .

LA JOL LA LIG HT

NOV

7 1980

Galleries
USD's Founders Gallery - " Indians ,"
a photo
exhibit of original gold-tone photographs
take n
from 1907, to 1920, continues through
Dec . 19.
University of San Diego.

READER

NOV 2 7 1980
"The Earth ls Our Mother," a
selec tion of photo gravu res from
Edward S. Curti s's monu ment al
work, North American IMian-5, will
be on view through December 19.
Founders Gallery, USO . 291-6480

x4296.

REA DER

NOV 2 7

1980

San Diego-San DiegoBasketball

will feature San Diego State Uni-

vers ityand the Univ ersit y of San
Diego, Tuesday, Dec em2,
ber
7:30
p.m. , Sports Arena. 283-7096.

20

EVENING TRIBUNE

7 1980
-

' University of San Diego
Jim Brovelli can only hope his luck holds
out this season.
.
•
It certainly didn't in 1979-80, when he lost
six front-line players and finished the season
with just eight athletes in uniform.
This time, he has a healthy squad, more
depth and a good mixture of experience and
youth:
·
"Until we get started, it's really hard to tell
exactly what we have," said Brovelli. "I feel
we're improvea. We have more size and more
,depth, ,but until we play somebody,
it's difficult to say."
_
·
The Toreros last night gave .an indication
that Brovelli may indeed be .right in suggesting his club will be improved by knocking off
the Cantebury Bank.st.own Bruins of Sidney,
Australia, 110-78, in an exhibition game.
USD's .starting five should be solid, with
Mike Stockalper and Rusty Whitmarsh at
guards, Bob Bartholomew (6-7, 225) and Brad
Levesque (6-7, 220) at forwards and Dave Hep·pel (6-8, 220) at center.
The guards are experienced. Stockalper is a
solid leader, a senior who averaged 10.8 points

per outing a year ago. Whitmarsh was forced
to play forward last year and respondedwell,
averaging 7.9 points.
,..
Bartholomew, now a senior, has been the
outstanding Torero for some time.. He ave aged 15.4 points and 7.6 rebounds per outing
1 last year, 'even though be was
forced to play
the center position He'll return to his natural
pow.er forward spot this winter. "Be's the
most consistent player I've ever coached,"
said Brovelli of the former Kearny High star.
Levesque was USD's sixth man going into
last s e abut
so
he n
moved into a starting role
at midseason, averaging seven points and 5.8
rebounds per game.
'
Heppel, a tr.llwer from ·Sacramento City
College,· was injured much of last season but
he still managed to average 17 points and 11
rebounds per game for his JC team.
·· It's a solid starting five," said Brovelli. "I
only hope we can keep them injury-free."
The backups at guard will be Mike Ramsey,
· transfer from Long Beach City College, John
Prunty, ·a freshman out of Sunnyvale Fremont
High, and Lembert Rubin, a freshman out of
San Francisco MissionHigh.
•

l

•

"Stockalper, . Whitmarsh and Ramsey are
experienced," said Brovelli, "and they'll be
very solid. Prunty and Rubin are freshmen
who aretalented but need experience."
. Backups-at forward will be Gerald Jones (65, 200), an outstanding·defensive player out of
Pima junior college in Phoenix, and Steve
Rocha (6-8, 210), a transfer _from Modesto Jun•
ior College, where lie averaged 15 points and
11 rebounds a.game.

BOB BARTHOLOMEW

At ·center, Brovelli will have a seven-footer
as a backup.He's Walt P.helps, a junior out of
, Lassen JC, where he averaged 14 points and 11
' rebounds per contest: He's just now coming
back off a severe ankle injury. .
.
"Up front, we have a solid group," assessed
Brovelli. "I'm pleased with all of them. You
piow, we've brought in eight new kids but the
team has really come together in a short time.
"It won't be easy
for us in the conference.
The WCAC is a great basketball conference.
SanFrancisco has everyone . coming back.
They have to be an overwhelming favorite to
win it." .
·
·
The Tor.eros open their regular season Tues. day night when.they meet the Aztecs at 7:30 ·in
the_Sports

Arena.

·.

·

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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Kidd Club hosts

USD luncheon
of the U.S.D.fashion show, will
present a check ·to university
·president, Dr. Author Hughes.·
Proceeds will go toward
financial aid at U.S.D.
·
December 3 is the deadline for
reservations. For information,
phone the Unlversity, 291-6480,
extension 4271,. Members and
guests are invited
attend.·

The Admiral Kidd Club will be
the site for the University of San
Diego. Auxiliary holiday lun- ·
cheon to be held December 9.
The social hour will begin at l1
a.m. with lunch served at noon.
Father Nicolas Reveles and
· his University of San Diego
Vocal Ensemble will entertain
with Christmas music. There
will also ' be an exchange of
. C.h ristmas ornaments.
Betsy Ma_nchester, chairman

to

READER

NOV 2 7 1980

LA JOLLA LIGHT

Noontime Concerts will present
pianist Marilynn Stevens and
Span'ish music for the piano,
Wednesday, December 3, 12:15

NOV 2 7 198(./

(

PianistMarilynn

USD Noon Concert S tevens
' will perform Wed. at 12:15 p.m. in the French
Parlor of USD's Founders Hall. 29l-6480 ext. 4 4 2 6 .
I

.

.

'

p. m., French Parlor, Founders
Hall, USD •Free. 291-6480 x4261.
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FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of San Diego) , "Indians: The
Photographic Images of Edward S. Curtis," through Dec. 19; 10
. . a.m.-4p.m. Monday through Friday.
•

J
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TURKEY HANGOVER: Joe

. • Gable, a captain at Lubach's for
25 years, is thankful and nostal- .
gic. Before he went over to Lubach's, he was at the U.S. Grant
Hotel, and he has a scrapbook full
of memorabilia. Among the
scraps: a Nov. 23, 1939,
Thanksgiving menu from the
Grant's. Rendezvous restaurant.
On that Thanksgiving 41 years
ago, the Grant offered celery
hearts;,ripe olives; apricot nectar
or tomato soup; .choice of roast
turkey, stuffed duckling, .T-bone
steak or fresh giant shrimp; peas;
squash;whipped potatoes; candied yams; choice of Waldorf or
mixed vegetable salad; choice of
12 desserts and coffee. The tab:.85
cents. Unless you had started
with a cocktail. That would have ·
driven the check all the way ·up ·
to $1.09; plus 3 percent tax. ·
,
\

.

.

I
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·

Dec. 12 and 13

Christmas Choral Festival: The University of San

Diego Choir and Vocal Ensemble sings traditional
and contemporary carols ot 8 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday in USD's . Founders Chapel. Phone:
291-6480.

EVENING TRIBUNE
NOV 2 9

1980

.

OUR TOWN: Rolf Benirschke, ·
the beneficiary of last year's big

SD Chargersblood drive, is ·
chairman · this year• at the Town
& Country on Tuesday. The Blood
. Bank hopes to collect1,000 pints
. and, with a new preservative
(adenine), stockpile enough to
. it through New Year's. (There's a
trade-off: on,e pinf of blood for
one Charger Power T-shirt.) ...
The Chamber of Commerce celebrates its 110th anniversary on
Thursday with a .book party at
USD. Th·e Chamber commissioned a new city history, "San
Diego, California's 1Cornerstone,"
and author Iris- H.W. Engstrand
will introduce it· .

see

Dr. Irving Gefter will teach a course on "Contemporary
Judaism and its_Historical Background" during the Jan.
5-23 intersession at the University of San Diego. The class
meets
mornings Mondays through Friday.

SAN DIE GO UN ION
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USDWomen Win
Lori Morris bad 18 points,
while Michelle Grier added
17, as the University of San
Diego women's bas ketb all
team defeated Pi ma
College, 81-51 last nigh t
.
SAN DIE GO UN ION

NOV 3 0 1980
.

ST
_ The pianist
E
will
V
performE
at 12:15N
p.m.
S
University of San Diego's F r e
Parlo
nc
r. h

nesda y in the

.

-

SAN DIE GO UN ION

NOV 3 0 1980
I

s
Fo un de
Qalle
rs'
rJI lndlans: The Photo
Curtis Tomorrow through Dec. 19. Univergraphic I m a g e s
sity of San Diego.
•
Friday, 10 a.m.to 4 p.m. 291-6480.
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Sunday, November 30, 1980

Sentinel

USD offers no on tim e mu sic · .
Two noo ntim econcerts . wili be off er
duri
ed
ng
December in the Fre nchPar lorof Founde
rs Hall at
the Uni vers ityof San Diego.
. . .

At 12:15 p;m . Wednesday, Dec. 3, pian
o soloist
Mar ilyn n Stev ens will per for m,and
at
12:
15 p.m
.Wednesday, Dec . ·10, trad itio nal cham
ber
mus ic
will be feat ured .
.
· • ·•
Adm issio n is free. For· info rma tion ,
phone 291. 6480 Ext. 4426. ·

-

